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　雪幽　　目繭豊『odUC髄on

　In　t蓋e　present　photometiゴc　system，tぬe　photopic

luminance　L　is　defined　by　the　following　equ乱tionン

L一κ鵠∫lllLの・7（2）42・
・｛1）

K，．is　the　maximu瓢1uminous　efBc＆cy，ゐ，，2the　spec－

t膿l　radianceナand　y（入）the　photopic　rela七ive　lumi－

nouse鐙ciencyfunctionrecommendedby七heCIE
in1924．It　is　clear　that7（λ）plays　an　important

role　in　calc双latin曾　the　lu磁inance．　It　has　been

pointed　out，however，tha七the　CIE7（入）is　not　a
faithful　reprodαction　of　the　spectral　sensitiv重ty　for

the　brightness　percep七ion．思h蛤is　shown　by七he
heterochrolnaもic　brightness　matc蓋ing　which　esti－

ma七es　directly　the　psycね010gical　bri凶tness我nd

yields　broader　relative　lumino㍊s　emciency　curve
t難an　the　C田7（λ）．1）一3）W難e鍛we　compare　two

lights　of　different　color　w蓋ich　give＆n　equaUumi－

nance，these　hgh七s　will　not　necessarily　apPear　eq扱al－

1y　bright．　In　pεしrticul呂rンa　h重ghly　s＆も硫rated　color

such　εしs　a　blue　εしppears　brighte1・thεm　a　less　s＆tu－

rated　color　such　as　a　yellow．In　the　example　such

as　もhis　the　luminance　does　not　correspond　七〇　tぬe

brigh七ness．4）

＊Dep呂r七men七　〇f　王nforma七ion　Processing，Tokyo　In－

　stitute　of　Technology　Graduate　Sc｝生ooi，Na曾atsu七a，

　Midori－ku，Yoko強am3227，Jap＆n．

　　In　recent　years　the　dis＆gエ・eemeRt　betwee盤the

lum重nance我nd　the　brig蓋tness三s　becoming＆ser重ous

Problem　in　t装e　photometry，燃os七1y　because　of　deve1－

opment　of　vεLrious　monoc姦romatic　or　q競as重滋ono－
chyoma毛ic　lig難t　so疑rces　suc鼓　as　i＆sers　and　LEDs，

For　example，3£ew　times　as斑登c鼓1uminance　of
w五i七e　is　required　to　make　a　brig難tness　matc蓋be－

tween＆yed　LED　so縦rce　and　a　w短七e1重ght　of七簸e

CIE　s七andard　soarce　A．5）1七is，therefore，needed
to　est＆bl重sh　a　new　p難otometric　system　wh重ch　cor－

respon（is　to　a　psycholo9三cal　brightBess．

　It　is　well　known施at　the曲ape　of　the　relative
lumino扱s　e鐙c圭ency　function　depends　on　visual　con－

ditions　such　as　the　£eld　size，the　retinεし110cation，

the　st2te　o£a（iap七段tionεmd　t強e　level　o£t虹e　retinal

illumin段nce．For　ex＆mple，for段1段rge£eld　such＆s
10。　visu段1　angle　or　1■etinal　peripheral　visionンt蓋e

relative　lu憩inous　efHciency　curve曲ifts　towards　the

shorter　w呂velength　with　decreasing　燃e　retinal
illuminance．　With　reg段rdもoもhe　l・et童盈al盟1umi盤an（3e

the　data　難駄ve　been　prov重de（i　by　Be（iford　and

Wyszecki6），W31te！■s3nd　Wrig簸t7）＆nd　Kinney8）．

The長rstεしuthors重nvest重gated　for　very　small最elds

such　as　a　few　m圭nutes　of＆rc，我nd　the　latter　two

for　a　low　re七inal　ili級mina簸ce　level　only．Be£ore

establishing　a　new　p鼓otometric　syste燃we　need　a
f雛rther　data　regar（iing　to　the　e建ect　of　the　experi－

mental　condition　upon　the　rela盤ve　lum重nous　e伍cien－

cyfu鷺ction．
　In愉e　present　p＆per　we　will　obtain　the　relative

l殺minous　e銀ciency£unctions　by　the　heterochromatic
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abscissa the wavelength of the test light. All curves 

are normalized at the appropriate wavelength of 
570 nm in order to make it easy to compare the 
shapes of the relative luminous efficiency curves for 

different retinal illuminance levels. The curves for 

different observers are displaced vertically by one 
logarithmic unit for clarity. The relative luminous 
efficiency functions at the level of 1, 10, 100 and 
1,000 trolands are indicated by the solid, the dashed 

and dotted, the dashed and the dotted curves re-
spectively. Curves of three observers SO, TN and 
HY represent arithmetic means from three sessions 
and that of KK from one session only. His relative 
luminous efficiency function at a level of I troland 

was not measured. 
The most evident feature in Fig. 2 is the shift 

of the relative luminous e~iciency curve towards 
the shorter wavelength when the retinal illuminance 
was lowest, namely, I troland. This is more clearly 
seen in Fi**. 3 where the logarithmic ratio of the 
relative luminous efficiency of I troland to those of 

10 trolands are plotted against the wavelength. The 
relative luminous efficiency of the blue region in-
creases relative to that of the red region, showing 

a kind of the Purkinje shift at the fovea. Similar 
results have been fcund by Walters et al.7) and 
Kinney8). The foveal Purkinje shift is probably due 
to the activation of the small number of rods in 2' 
visual field of the fovea. 

to 10 trolands. Both curves of the observer HY are 
nearly flat, indicating that the relative luminous 
efficiency curve does not change according to the 
level of the retinal illuminance. The curves from 
the observer TN and SO show a slight variation. 
That is, the relative luminous efficiencics at the 
blue and red region slightly increase in comparison 

with those of green or yellow when the retinal 
illuminance increases. For the observer KK t,his 
eifect is further emphasized. 
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Frg. 3 Log(hrithe,eic r(;,tios of the re-
lative lumi?eous effieieneies at 1 

trola,ed to those (~t 10 trola,eds. 

P 

At high levels of the retinal illuminance beyond 
10 trolands, the relative luminous efficiency curves 

do not show significant change except for the ob-
server KK. These conclusions were statistically 
confirmed by t-test. Fig. 4 shows the difrerences 
between the relative luminous efficiency curves of 
different retinal illuminance levels plotted in the 

same manner as Fig. 3. The solid curves indicate 
the logarithmic ratios of the relative luminous 
efficiencies of 100 trolands to those of 10 trolands, 

the dashed curves indicate those of 1,000 trolands 

400 500 700 6 oo 

WAVELENeTH (nm) 

Fig. 4 Same as Fig. 3, but for loo 
trola,eds to lo tt'olauds (solid) 

oned looo trol(~nds to 10 tro-
lonrds (dashed). 

It seems that ther~ are two extreme types among 
observers at high retinal illuminance levels. One 
type shows a change in the relative luminous effi-
ciency curve with the change of the retinal illumi-

nance level, such as the observer KK, and another 
type shows no change, such as HY. The observers 
TN and SO are intermediates. 

The increase of the relative luminous einciency 
in short wavelength with increasing the retinal 
illuminance observed in the observer KK in par-
ticularly is inverse to the usual Purkinje effect. 

This inverse Purkinje effect was also found by 
Thomson9) and Bedford et al.c) The cause of this 
effect is not clear. 

Differences between the logarithmic relative lumi-

nous efficiency functions for three levels above 10 

trolands and the logarithmic CIE V(A) are shown 
in Fig. 5. The logarithmic ratios of each of 1,000, 
100 and 10 trolands of the CIE V(X) are presented 
from the top to the bottom respectively. The identi-

cal symbols represent the data of the same observer ; 

open circles fcr KK, open squares SO, closed circles 

TN, and closed squares HY. Every observer shows 
a large difference both in short and long wavelength 

regions. These curves are very similar to the 
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saturation discrimination function. 

It has been suggested, from the study of the 
mechanism of color vision, that the relative lumi-
noLIS efficiency obtained by the flicker photometry 

such as the CIE V(~) is determined by the lumi-
nance channel only, while the relative luminous 
efficiency by the brightness matching method such 
as the present results is determined by both the 
luminance channel and the opponent-color chan-
nels.10)~i) The difrerence between the two efi~cien-

cies is, therefore, due to the presence of the activi-

ties of the opponent-color channels. Therefore, the 
relative luminous efficiencies by the heterochromatic 

brightness matching should show larger values at 
highly saturated colors such as blue and red than 

J. Light & Vis. Env. 

at less saturated colors such as yellow, in agreement 

with Fig. 5. It is understood then from Fig. 5 that 

the contribution of the opponent-color channels to 
the brightness perception is larger in the observer 
SO (open squares) than in HY (closed squares). 

Fig. 5 also indicates that the contribution from 

the opponent-color channels become larger and 
larger as the retinal iluminance increases in the 
observer KK (open circles) while it does not change 

in HY (closed squares). 
Our experimental results suggest that the bright-

ness perception is contributed from the opponent-
color channels. The contribution seems to exist at 
short and long wavelengths, and the relative lumi-
nous efficiency function deviates greatly from the 
CIE V (~). Further, the contribution varies ac-
cording to the retinal illuminance level, and makes 
the standardization of a new relative luminous effi-
ciency function for brightness difficult. It is, there-

fore, needed not only to increase the number of the 

observers but also to understand the mechanism of 
the human color vision to some extent in order to 
establish the new function and to express the func-

tion in terms of activities of both the luminance 
and the opponent-color channels. 
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：L眼翻no鵬e翫ie鵬y血聾面o漏by恥eteroehrom翻c　　　　　brig臆neSS　lm説曲ing董醒aしw摯d．e聡nge　of　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ret萱n我，l　i盟覗m童nance晒roわ憂sa　VAGUC耀＊a胸d醗麗S蟹◎朋《EOA＊　　　7he　presen｛ゆhotoP韮c　ph◎tome鯉産c　sys噛em　is　baしs3d　on　走he　C−E　pho歪o需p置c　『ela葡ve　lum百nous　e鰹lcie轟cy　func嚇on　V（λ），mos｛of　w腕ose　da奮a　we『eobtalned　by臨e鰯cker　phoωmetry、ln　recen看years，however，1重is　poln老edou髄ha登蜘eC国巨V（え）doesno重neoes臓ri蓋yrepresen“hespec曾aコsens藝｛i−vi豊y　fα重he　brlgh舳ess　perce凶o齢』n｛he　presen毫experime飛，伽e　re繍lvelumino麟s　ef響lcie燕cy秘nctlonS　were　de老e鎖mlned　by豊he　be豊e郵ochrom敬ticb『ightness　ma鷺chl轟g　me曲od　with　a20vlsuaHleld　a壷響ove繊a樋he　v翻ousretina暫薩賑膿m直naηce　劃eve【s　of　唱　歪rolahd　豊hrough　嘘000　tro匪ands、A辻　産”umi一織a論ce耳eve彗s　h百gher垂han　lO看rdands，a”the　rela重ive　lum畢口ous　e儲iciencycurves　sわowedδb罰oade『shape看ban麿he　C罫薮V（2）。妻n　some　observers愛he『e月a顧ve　Ium置論ous　e僅iciency　curves　became　broader　w醗恥i轟cre蕊s韮ng歪here歪inε雄田Um亘nanCe・The騨eSen雪eX費erimen恰劃reS戚S舗99eS臨a琶豊heb願g骸垂ness　peroep歪lo礪is　oon萱ributed鰹o漁tわe　oppo織e簸霊醤color　cb3轟nels。　雪幽　　目繭豊『odUC髄on　In　t蓋e　present　photometiゴc　system，tぬe　photopicluminance　L　is　defined　by　the　following　equ乱tionンL一κ鵠∫lllLの・7（2）42・・｛1）K，．is　the　maximu瓢1uminous　efBc＆cy，ゐ，，2the　spec−t膿l　radianceナand　y（入）the　photopic　rela七ive　lumi−nouse鐙ciencyfunctionrecommendedby七heCIEin1924．It　is　clear　that7（λ）plays　an　importantrole　in　calc双latin曾　the　lu磁inance．　It　has　beenpointed　out，however，tha七the　CIE7（入）is　not　afaithful　reprodαction　of　the　spectral　sensitiv重ty　forthe　brightness　percep七ion．思h蛤is　shown　by七heheterochrolnaもic　brightness　matc蓋ing　which　esti−ma七es　directly　the　psycね010gical　bri凶tness我ndyields　broader　relative　lumino�ms　emciency　curvet難an　the　C田7（λ）．1）一3）W難e鍛we　compare　twolights　of　different　color　w蓋ich　give＆n　equaUumi−nance，these　hgh七s　will　not　necessarily　apPear　eq扱al−1y　bright．　In　pεしrticul呂rンa　h重ghly　s＆も硫rated　colorsuch　εしs　a　blue　εしppears　brighte1・thεm　a　less　s＆tu−rated　color　such　as　a　yellow．In　the　example　suchas　もhis　the　luminance　does　not　correspond　七〇　tぬebrigh七ness．4）＊Dep呂r七men七　〇f　王nforma七ion　Processing，Tokyo　In−　stitute　of　Technology　Graduate　Sc｝生ooi，Na曾atsu七a，　Midori−ku，Yoko強am3227，Jap＆n．　　In　recent　years　the　dis＆gエ・eemeRt　betwee盤thelum重nance我nd　the　brig蓋tness三s　becoming＆ser重ousProblem　in　t装e　photometry，燃os七1y　because　of　deve1−opment　of　vεLrious　monoc姦romatic　or　q競as重滋ono−chyoma毛ic　lig難t　so疑rces　suc鼓　as　i＆sers　and　LEDs，For　example，3£ew　times　as斑登c鼓1uminance　ofw五i七e　is　required　to　make　a　brig難tness　matc蓋be−tween＆yed　LED　so縦rce　and　a　w短七e1重ght　of七簸eCIE　s七andard　soarce　A．5）1七is，therefore，neededto　est＆bl重sh　a　new　p難otometric　system　wh重ch　cor−respon（is　to　a　psycholo9三cal　brightBess．　It　is　well　known施at　the曲ape　of　the　relativelumino扱s　e鐙c圭ency　function　depends　on　visual　con−ditions　such　as　the　£eld　size，the　retinεし110cation，the　st2te　o£a（iap七段tionεmd　t強e　level　o£t虹e　retinalillumin段nce．For　ex＆mple，for段1段rge£eld　such＆s10。　visu段1　angle　or　1■etinal　peripheral　visionンt蓋erelative　lu憩inous　efHciency　curve曲ifts　towards　theshorter　w呂velength　with　decreasing　燃e　retinalilluminance．　With　reg段rdもoもhe　l・et童盈al盟1umi盤an（3ethe　data　難駄ve　been　prov重de（i　by　Be（iford　andWyszecki6），W31te！■s3nd　Wrig簸t7）＆nd　Kinney8）．The長rstεしuthors重nvest重gated　for　very　small最eldssuch　as　a　few　m圭nutes　of＆rc，我nd　the　latter　twofor　a　low　re七inal　ili級mina簸ce　level　only．Be£oreestablishing　a　new　p鼓otometric　syste燃we　need　af雛rther　data　regar（iing　to　the　e建ect　of　the　experi−mental　condition　upon　the　rela盤ve　lum重nous　e伍cien−cyfu鷺ction．　In愉e　present　p＆per　we　will　obtain　the　relativel殺minous　e銀ciency£unctions　by　the　heterochromatic14材lum。Engng．lnst．jPn．brightness matching for a wide range of retinal illuminance. We employ a visual field of 2' arc to correspond to the present CIE V\(X\). 2. Apparatus A schematic view of the apparatus is shown in Fig. 1. The light source S was a xenon lamp of 500 W d.c. Three of the four channels of the optical system, which were set up for other experiment of brightness additivity testlo\), were used in the pres-ent experiment. The channel 11 was not used. Each channel provided a Maxwellian view. Two channels, I and 111, constrticted a 2' bipartite circular field fcr brightness matching. The channel I provided the left half of the field with a monochromatic light through a monochromator MCI and the chan-nel 111 the right half with a white standard light. Each monochromatic light had a half band width of 3 nm. The radiance of a monochromatic light was controlled by the neutral density wedge filter W1. The radiance of the white standard light was controlled by both a neutral density wedge filter W4 and neutral density filters ND. A monochromatic light through a field stop FSt and a white standard light through FSr were combined by a beam splitter BSI, eventually to make a 2' bipartite circular field. The channel IV provided a white adapting light of 5'30' arc through FSa to eliminate the chromatic adaptation caused by the test light. Its luminance and chromaticity were equated to the white stand-ard light. The adapting field and the bipartite photometric field were presented successively and repeatedly with each duration of four seconds. This duration was arbitrarily chosen. No fixation point was used, so the observer was allowed to scan over t,he bipartite photometric field to compare the brightness of each side. L7 L1 \(D Fig. I Schematic view of the expev'imentc,l a p paratus. Sixteen wavelengths from 400 nm ihrough 700 nm at intervals of 20 nm and 570 nm were employed as the test monochromatic light. At high levels of the retinal illuminance, however, extremely short and long wavelengths were not employed because of the lack of intensity. The chromaticity coordinates of the standard light were x=0.32, ~/=0.33. Four reti-nal illuminance levels of 1, 10, 100 and 1,000 trolands were employed fcr the white standard light. The measurement of the test monochromatic J. Light & Vis. Evn. M3 Hlvl2 M4 L8 LIO w2 L4 L5 MC2 L6 W4 SH2 ND M2 S L9 L1 1 \(ID FSa \(IID wl w3 \(IV\) FSr L2 MC1 L3 M1 HM1 FStl BS1 SH1 BS2 ML OBS lights was carried out with the EG&G radiometric system. Four male observers KK, TN. SO and HY of the age from 22 to 28 years old were employed. All of them had normal color visions and were well ex-perienced in psychophysical experiments. 3. Procedure The observer was dark adapted fcr ten minutes prior to each experimental session. To obtain a brightness match between a monochromatic test light and the white standard light, the observer adjusted the illuminance of the fcrmer with the neutral density wedge filter W1 by the method of adjustment. Five adjustments were carried out suc-cessively at each wavelength. The next test wave-length was randomly chosen and another five adjust-ments were achieved. This procedure was continued until all seventeen test wavelengths were investi-gated. It took about fcurty minutes fcr such an experimental session. The retinal illuminance of the white standard light was kept constant within the same session. 4. Results and diSCussion The relative lunrinous efflciency curves have ob-tained are shown in Fig. 2. The ordinate gives the logarithmic relative luminous efficiencies and the Vol . > v z u ~ tf\) :\) o z ~ DJ Lv ~ < J UJ oc O OJ o 2 -3 4 5 +1~~;~4'__ \\.*\\ 11 ' \)~ KK " ~' ,~ \\.\\ 'f~ \\ . " '/ ~:, , ""/ ~\\ L' " ' l' \\ /__~-/ ~ *+..* "f/ // \( ' \\, ' TN ~~ \\~\\ / / /.~ \\ '\\ \\ / ' f \\.\\ / ' ~\\ .. / 7 '~~ ~\\ f -'-:~~:~~\\-'~ "~ ~\\ 7.,fl / /' \\\~ ~: SO ll \\\~ ~L /f;/7;･~'~J~' \)\ ~ \\* l \\~~~ /;~'+ ~p HY '-/ \(7 / \\~~~\\'~~~\\'~ ,.~. ' \\. / \\ \\ i \\ 'ii;,' ~ .~ / I td h f -'- 10 td k ! --- 100 td ! ' '~ 1000 td ! / / 400 500 600 700 WAVELENGTH \(nm\) Fig. 2 Relative lumi7bous effici-e7~cy fulhctions by the heterochromatic bright-lbess matching at four levels of retinal illumi-non~ce. Subjects, 1~K, TN, SO oned HY. 4 No. 2 1980 l .5 abscissa the wavelength of the test light. All curves are normalized at the appropriate wavelength of 570 nm in order to make it easy to compare the shapes of the relative luminous efficiency curves for different retinal illuminance levels. The curves for different observers are displaced vertically by one logarithmic unit for clarity. The relative luminous efficiency functions at the level of 1, 10, 100 and 1,000 trolands are indicated by the solid, the dashed and dotted, the dashed and the dotted curves re-spectively. Curves of three observers SO, TN and HY represent arithmetic means from three sessions and that of KK from one session only. His relative luminous efficiency function at a level of I troland was not measured. The most evident feature in Fig. 2 is the shift of the relative luminous e~iciency curve towards the shorter wavelength when the retinal illuminance was lowest, namely, I troland. This is more clearly seen in Fi**. 3 where the logarithmic ratio of the relative luminous efficiency of I troland to those of 10 trolands are plotted against the wavelength. The relative luminous efficiency of the blue region in-creases relative to that of the red region, showing a kind of the Purkinje shift at the fovea. Similar results have been fcund by Walters et al.7\) and Kinney8\). The foveal Purkinje shift is probably due to the activation of the small number of rods in 2' visual field of the fovea. to 10 trolands. Both curves of the observer HY are nearly flat, indicating that the relative luminous efficiency curve does not change according to the level of the retinal illuminance. The curves from the observer TN and SO show a slight variation. That is, the relative luminous efficiencics at the blue and red region slightly increase in comparison with those of green or yellow when the retinal illuminance increases. For the observer KK t,his eifect is further emphasized. 20 1. 5 UJ u z UJ o~ tu i~ 1.0 ~S o. 5 1.5 1.0 UJ v z L,J e: UJ LL tL 0.5 S 1 !10 TN So HY o 1000/10 ~ \(~ '* , 11 \\/ l d ;\\ 100/ 10 t f ~ o ,r, l , rq t KX ~4! ~~Cf TN IL \(h~l \\ /O-- .~ e* .q c\\ ,Q\\ ~~' \\ ~f ~ ~ h / \\ . ~~-V SO ,:~ // \\ !~ H Y CF ~' ~ _ _eL *O* *O~ ~* _\(~' 400 500 600 700 WAVELENGTH \(nm\) Frg. 3 Log\(hrithe,eic r\(;,tios of the re-lative lumi?eous effieieneies at 1 trola,ed to those \(~t 10 trola,eds. P At high levels of the retinal illuminance beyond 10 trolands, the relative luminous efficiency curves do not show significant change except for the ob-server KK. These conclusions were statistically confirmed by t-test. Fig. 4 shows the difrerences between the relative luminous efficiency curves of different retinal illuminance levels plotted in the same manner as Fig. 3. The solid curves indicate the logarithmic ratios of the relative luminous efficiencies of 100 trolands to those of 10 trolands, the dashed curves indicate those of 1,000 trolands 400 500 700 6 oo WAVELENeTH \(nm\) Fig. 4 Same as Fig. 3, but for loo trola,eds to lo tt'olauds \(solid\) oned looo trol\(~nds to 10 tro-lonrds \(dashed\). It seems that ther~ are two extreme types among observers at high retinal illuminance levels. One type shows a change in the relative luminous effi-ciency curve with the change of the retinal illumi-nance level, such as the observer KK, and another type shows no change, such as HY. The observers TN and SO are intermediates. The increase of the relative luminous einciency in short wavelength with increasing the retinal illuminance observed in the observer KK in par-ticularly is inverse to the usual Purkinje effect. This inverse Purkinje effect was also found by Thomson9\) and Bedford et al.c\) The cause of this effect is not clear. Differences between the logarithmic relative lumi-nous efficiency functions for three levels above 10 trolands and the logarithmic CIE V\(A\) are shown in Fig. 5. The logarithmic ratios of each of 1,000, 100 and 10 trolands of the CIE V\(X\) are presented from the top to the bottom respectively. The identi-cal symbols represent the data of the same observer ; open circles fcr KK, open squares SO, closed circles TN, and closed squares HY. Every observer shows a large difference both in short and long wavelength regions. These curves are very similar to the 16 IIlum. Engng. Inst. Jpn. 3 LU2 O 2: Lu OC UJ ~L LL ~: 1 o ~L \\ 1 ~ bt ~\\ q \\1h~t~~~~jr"do~*~ ~~:~ \\h \\q~ ~~~~~ 'r~ ~~l eL_~::~:h~ q\\ \\ \\~ ~\\ L\\ \\e~\\ ~~G=\\_1h_\(~_ ~e~-1000 Fr"f e f / _~ - d 1:" 100 KK .o -cf SO .e TN HY r~~ o 10 _'y 'ob ~o -or ' ~ ir ~ 600 WAVELENGTH \(nm\) Frg. 5 Logarithmic ratios of tho relatil;e luminous efficie?2;cies by the hetero-chromatic bright,eess e?eatchi,eg to CIE V\(1\). saturation discrimination function. It has been suggested, from the study of the mechanism of color vision, that the relative lumi-noLIS efficiency obtained by the flicker photometry such as the CIE V\(~\) is determined by the lumi-nance channel only, while the relative luminous efficiency by the brightness matching method such as the present results is determined by both the luminance channel and the opponent-color chan-nels.10\)~i\) The difrerence between the two efi~cien-cies is, therefore, due to the presence of the activi-ties of the opponent-color channels. Therefore, the relative luminous efficiencies by the heterochromatic brightness matching should show larger values at highly saturated colors such as blue and red than J. Light & Vis. Env. at less saturated colors such as yellow, in agreement with Fig. 5. It is understood then from Fig. 5 that the contribution of the opponent-color channels to the brightness perception is larger in the observer SO \(open squares\) than in HY \(closed squares\). Fig. 5 also indicates that the contribution from the opponent-color channels become larger and larger as the retinal iluminance increases in the observer KK \(open circles\) while it does not change in HY \(closed squares\). Our experimental results suggest that the bright-ness perception is contributed from the opponent-color channels. The contribution seems to exist at short and long wavelengths, and the relative lumi-nous efficiency function deviates greatly from the CIE V \(~\). Further, the contribution varies ac-cording to the retinal illuminance level, and makes the standardization of a new relative luminous effi-ciency function for brightness difficult. It is, there-fore, needed not only to increase the number of the observers but also to understand the mechanism of the human color vision to some extent in order to establish the new function and to express the func-tion in terms of activities of both the luminance and the opponent-color channels. References \(1\) G. Wagner and R. M. Boynton : J. Opt. Soc, Am. 62 \(1972~ 1508-1515. \(2\) J. P. Comerford and P. K. Kaiser : J. Opt. Soc. Am. 6F:~, \(1975\) 466-468. \(3\) M. Ikeda and H. Shimozono: J. Opt. Soc. Am. 68 \(1978\) 1767-1 77L \(4\) H. Yaguchi and M. Ikeda: J. Illum. Engng. Inst. Jpn. 64 \(1980\) 566-577 \(in Japanese\). \(5\) R. L. Booker: J. Opt. Soc. Am. 68 \(1978\) 949-952. \(6\) R. E. Bedford and G. W. Wyszecki : J. Opt. Soc. Am. 48 \(1958\) 406-411. \(7\) H. V. Walters and W. D. Wright : Proc, Roy. Soc. B131 \(1943\) 340-361. \(8\) J. A. S. Kinney: J. Opt. Soc. J~-m. 54 \(1964\) 671-677. f9\) L. C. Thomson : J. Physiol. 109 \(1947\) 368-377. \(10\) H. Yaguchi and M. rkeda: KOGAKU 9 \(1980\) 44-51 \(in Japanese\). \(11} S. L. Guth and H. R. Lodge: J. Opt. Soc. Am. 63 \(1973\) 450-462. Received 8 Oct, 1980 : Revision Received 9 Jan, 1981 Vol. 4 No. 2 l 980 17 



